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Get Unlimited, Expert Quality eCovers For Life While Never Paying Another Graphic Designer A Single

Red Cent Again! Become Your Own Graphics Designer With A Few Simple Clicks! Create Professional

Quality Graphics To Help Sell Your Products And Services Like Crazy! Have you ever paid for graphics

for your website to help you sell more product? Have you also received the outrageous bill from the

graphic designer after that? Or even worse, have you ever said to yourself I can live without an eCover

because they are just too expensive? Thats a very big mistake! Its proven that an eCover can help you

sell tons more products. Whatever your situation, there is a solution to both of these problems. Thats the

entire purpose of this letter. Dear Friend, Im very glad that you made it to this webpage. This letter is

going to discuss something that you have never seen discussed before when it comes to graphics. We all

know that getting an eCover graphic for your project can be a very expensive thing to lay out cash for. But

this letter is going to show you why you no longer have to worry about that again because of an incredible

new release. You are going to get the same action scripts that pro web designers use to make graphics

that they sell for hundreds of dollars. What?! You didnt know that each eCover is never crafted by hand
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by the person youve been paying an arm and a leg for graphics? Its true, all graphic designers use these

action scripts to create ALL of the eCovers to make the process easy on themselves. But you have to pay

them because we all know an eCover will increase sales. In Fact... One Well Done eCover Can Boost

Your Sales By 1400 Or More! Its a fact, there is no doubt that having an eCover prominently displayed on

your website will increase sales for your product. This is because it gives your customer a visual

representation of your digital product and helps them picture it in their mind. After all, if you are buying an

eBooks, software or subscription to an online newsletter or membership site, it can be very hard to picture

what it is your buying. This is because what is being purchased is simply digital access to something.

eCovers will give the prospect the feeling that they are actually getting something like a book or software

box, etc. This simple visual element of your website can increase your sales by as much as 1400 or more

alone! The only bad thing about eCovers is that they always cost a ridiculous amount of money to have

created. Well, that is until now... How Can I Get Pro Quality eCovers Created Without Having To Pay A

Graphic Designer? The New Graphic Expert In A Box Package Has Everything You Need To Create Hot

eCovers... Extremely easy to use even if youre a complete novice with no computer experience. Just

follow our simple steps... Quality graphics that you can count on to increase sales, conversion and over

all profits just by adding them to your websites... Simple point and click operation that make creating your

own graphics not only easy but an extremely fun experience to boot... Big savings that go right into your

pocket where they rightfully belong, for life!... This is just a sampling of the incredible benefits you get

from using Graphic Expert In A Box. Only the Graphic Expert In A Box has the tools you need to boost

your business profits into hyper dive! Now, you can find all sorts of books, articles, and how to guides out

there that claim to teach you how to design graphics. Some of them even have a few ideas that could

work in some circumstances (with lack of quality of course). But NONE of them contain as much practical

information as Graphic Expert In A Box. Can you imagine having professional graphics to boost your

sales and profits for life without cost? Dont you want to be able to call yourself a successful business

owner with these increased profits? Can Someone Like Me Really Create Professional Graphics That

Make People Buy? The answer is Absolutely, Positively . . . YES! You see, most eCover tools our there

make it complicated and difficult to create graphics, but the truth is, its not complicated or difficult at

all...IF, and thats a big IF, you have the action scripts that the big designers use to create graphics! In

fact, if you know the simple steps necessary to use these point and click action scripts, it is downright



easy to do. Let me be very clear about this - you wont make huge profits by simply having a website. You

will have to follow the secrets that I show you for using these scripts to create stunning graphics, but I can

promise you its amazingly effective. Can you imagine how great it will feel to start seeing substantial

boosts in sales? What else do you dream about doing with all of the money youll make? Dont waste

another moment, you can get started on your new life right away. Just take a look at a few more benefits

you get from using Graphic Expert In A Box yourself... * Unlimited Free Graphics For Life - You can make

unlimited graphics for all of your websites for life and the best part is that you NEVER have to pay another

dime to a graphic designer for as long as you live! * Sell Your Own eCovers For Hundreds of Dollars -

You could also start up your own eCover business and start selling tons of eCovers for hundreds of

dollars. All you have to do is click a few buttons! * Simple Point & Click Operation - Graphic Expert In A

Box is EXTREMELY easy to use. Anyone that has a few minutes to get familiar with it has what it takes to

create professional graphics for themselves (and others for profit)! Im sure you can see the power of this

product. Are you ready to finally take control of your financial destiny and get your online business really

rolling? The invaluable power in Graphic Expert In A Box is so extensive, powerful and revealing, but still

easy to use, that you are going to be totally pumped about wanting start applying these graphics in your

business immediately! Everything you need to know is laid out clearly so that even a total newbie can

make professional graphics with amazing speed. You deserve to have all the success, sales and

customers that you could every dream of. Youre probably worried that Graphic Expert In A Box will cost

you a huge amount of money....but you have nothing to worry about. As you know, I always strive to

provide extreme value in every offer that I put together and this time is no different. In fact, if you are

decisive and take action today you are going to get the entire Graphic Expert In A Box package for the

incredibly cheap price of just $5.90!
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